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Please call if you have any questions we'd love to be able to help. If you cant find what you want ask - we may be able to get it.
Wine
Cornwall
Knightor Carpe Diem

Description
From the superb 2014 vintage, this is a deliciously young fruity and drinkeable with tangy citrus fruit

0.01
£1
£12

Knightor Carpe Diem Rose

From the superb 2014 vintage, lots of fresh ripe berry fruit flavours here backed up with a vibrant tingly freshness

£12

Knightor Bacchus

Deliciously floral, light and crisp, this is perhaps England's answer to Muscadet and it would be delicious with a
plate of seafood

£13

Polgoon Aval

This is apple cier made in exactly the same way as Champagne,. The result is deliciously, fresh, lively and fragrant

£14

Polgoon Raspberry Aval

Like the Aval but with an added dash of raspberry juice, giving it an extra red fruit dimension and a dash of
softening sweetness

£14

Camel Valley Rosé

A light rosé with intense strawberry aromas. Dry and goes beautifully with barbecued mackerel, perfect for sipping
al fresco

£15

Trevibban Mill Merope

From Cornwalls newest vineyard, this is deliciously fresh and zesty with a nicely floral lifted nose and real
persistence of flavour

£15

Trevibban Mill Rock Rose
Polgoon Rondo Red
Camel Valley Bacchus
Polgoon Rondo Pinot Noir
Polgoon Bacchus
Polgood Red
Knightor Trevanyon
Polgoon Brut
Knightor Brut
Trevibban Mill Brut
Camel Valley Brut
Camel Valley Sparkling Rosé
Champagne
Grande Reserve Devaux
Lamiable
Charles Heidsieck Brut Réserve
Agrapart Terroirs
Charles Heidseck Brut Rose NV

Lovely ripe red fruits on the nose, then serious,elegant and strucrtured on the palate very good and much more
Provence than Madrid in style
This is rare example of English red. It has bright lively raspberry and cherry fruit. There is a freshness too that
works perfectly with antipasti
Young, aromatic, fresh and zesty - Cornwall's answer to Muscadet
One from the superb 2014 vintage this is a rare UK red but it has lovely ripe red fruit and a lovely fresh streak
running through it
One of the superb 2014 wines. This is a light floral and elegant style of wine that is the perfect summer drink.
Great with seafood or a salad.
Our only Cornish red and very good it is too. Raspberry fruit, lots of perfume and a lovely freshness drive this along
nicely. Delicious
Has the trademark Knightor fresh crispness but with a lot more complex aromatic fruit and more weight in the body
This is made in exactly the same way as champagne and has a lovely creamy mousse. It's fresh but a little softer
and fruitier than champagne. Shows just how good our local sparkling has become
Crisp and clean but also with some richer and riper fruit flavours this is a delicious example of Cornish sparkling
wine
Cornwalls latest sparkling wine and it’s a real winner, deliciously light and floral
Made 40 miles away in the Camel Valley. Typically floral, light and lively, with a clean line of freshness running
throug it
In 2009 this wine was crowned Sparkling Rosé World Champion ahead of Bollinger Champagne amongst other
trophies. Strawberry and raspberry nose, fantastic integrated acidity. Bring on the summer!
We treat this as the Scarlet Wines house Champagne, clean crisp and delicious
Really classy growers wine from the Valee de la Marne this has intense red fruit flavours and is superb value at this
price.
Pinot Noir, Pinot Meunier & Chardonnay. Golden colour with a 'persistant effervescence'. Complex nose. Matured
for more than 3 years in Gallo- Roman chalk cellars.
Superb growers blanc de blancs Champagne with heaps of lees character, bready, biscuity and complex. Ignore the
understated label, this is excellent
Soft, rich and intense with complex red fruits and some spice on the palate this ia first class Rose Champagne, real
luxury and one for a special occassion

£15
£15
£17
£17.50
£17.50
£17.5
£18
£28
£28
£30
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£1
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£45
£56
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Wine
Cornwall
Charles Heidsieck Millésime Vintage

Description
One of the most awarded Brut vintages in the world... lingers eternally in the mouth with a magnificant structure.
Matured in 2000 year old chalk cellars for over ten years.

Sparkling

0.01
£1
£75
£1

Lehman Black Queen

Try this! Totally mad and uniquely Austrlian, this is full bodied rich, peppery shiraz made into sparkling wine. Full
on, unrestrained hedonism in your glass.

£21

Pepik Sekt

This is a wonderful and unusual sparkling wine from the cool island of Tasmania. Sparkling Riesling here is
deliciously complex, aromatic and above all cristal clear and bright. Unusual and utterly delicious

£21

Nyetimber Classic Cuvee

Totally convincing and every bt as good as champagne. So support the UK and give this a go. Delicious nd crisp
with bready complexity and lovely length

£38

Cremant de Jura

This is from mostly Chardonnay, made just like champagne but with a drop of Vin Jaune added as dosage. Ask us
for an explanation! But the taste is ace, crisp and elegant but with a twist of intriguing complexity. Incredible
value too.

£18.5

Blanquette de Limoux

Blanquette de Limoux is an historic style that must be made from the increasingly rare Mauzac grape. It has a
lovely apple peel quality. Richer than champagne but with great freshness and cut

£14

Bugey Montagnieu

Little known grapes but first class. Fine mousse, lovely length and a delicous fresh, fruity, mineral zing

£21

Bis Bis Prosecco

Surely the most girly bottle in the shop? Fresh, crisp and elegant sparkling rose wine packed with red fruit
flavours, and a bit of fun too

£9

Altemasi Brut

Made just like champagne, from 100% Chardonnay frown in cool Trentino this is incredibly classy fizz for only a
little more than Prosecco. Fine mousse, fine elegant fruit and a long clean finish

£16

Altemasi Brut Rose

Could this look any more sexy? Lovely volour and with some nice red fruit notes this is a lot of bang for your buck

£16

Lunetta Prosecco
Lunetta Prosecco 200ml
Graham Beck Brut NV

Floral, fruity and fun this is classic Prosecco at a great price
Floral, fruity and fun this is classic Prosecco at a great price in a convenient mini bottle
Really good SA sparkling wine that is close in style to champagne

£10
£3.5
£14

Babot Cava

From a small Producer, lots of clean clear cutting freshness but also richness and flavour; all at a really good price

£12

Australia
16 Stops Chardonnay
Dandelion Vineyards Riesling

£1
The fruit from this comes from the cool Fleurieu peninsular so the wine is elegant and fresh with apple and peach
fruit, it is unoaked too
Award winning new wines from Eden Valley, lime, citrus and green apple and little spiciness, perfect with Asian
food

£9.5
£12

Xanadu Sauvignon Semillon

Lovely citrus and passion fruit from the sauvignon but fleshed out mid palate with some extra weight from the
semillon, would be perfect with shellfish or most seafood

£12

Brookland Valley Chardonnay

Real quality and winemaking skill here, some is barrel fermented with wild yeast, the rest in stainless. The result
is balance and complexity - grapferuit, peach and lemon fruit plus a little vanilla and spice. Delicious in other
words

£13

Brookdale Semillon

If you have not tried one before buy this! Hunter Semillon is amazing and unique; intense lemon and lime fruit, long
length and moderate alcohol make it the perfect match for all kinds of seafood

£14

Amelia Park Semillon Sauvignon
"Polish Hill" Clare Valley Riesling
Alsace
Cattin Riesling
Cattin Gewurtztraminer

The blend of Semillon and Sauvignon if from Bordeaux, but it is fast becoming a Margaret River classic. The
Sauvignon gives freshness and aromatics, the semillon a little weight and richness. Lovely lime and pear fruit with
a joyful exubernt tang
An extraordinary and seamless Riesling - really delicate and balanced
Lean racy and citrus laced Riesling. This has lovely bright fruit, crisp acidity and and delicious tang. Fully dry
style.
Classic Alsace Gewurtz, big bold and sexy with heaps of lychee, rose petal and handcream aromas. It's like a very
saucy lady swimming around in your glass...

£15
£31
£1
£12
£14

Domaine Boesch Pinot Blanc

Vibrant lemon fruit and a hint of ginger, this is fully dry and a deliciously deep and flavousome wine. It is
biodynamic too and made with real care and skill

£16

Fredric Mochel Pinot Gris

Clean, off dry and super spicy this is first class Pinot Gris with weight and intensity - off dry so perfect for Asian
food or spicy flavours it it is a universe away from the blandness of pub Pinot Grigio

£20
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Wine
Cornwall
Bordeaux
Ch de Rouquette

Description

Nicely rich and full with a lot of bouquet, 20% Semillon gives it a nice fat body to complement the freshness from
the 80% Sauvignon

Burgundy

0.01
£1
£1
£12
£1

Vire Clesse Macon Villages

A fresh ripe lemony Macon but what makes it special is the long minerally finish; clean, precise and seriously well
made wine

£15

Bernard Moreau Chardonnay

This could only come from France; very restrained fruit, but intense, lean and mineral with a savoury edge, it keeps
you coming back for more

£15

Garnier Petit Chablis

From young vines, low production, low intervention style with real fruit depth and character, stony finish

£17.5

Pascal Pauget Macon

Really great Chardonnay from the Macon, everything by hand, organic but without certification. Sees 12 months in
barrel to soften but lots of fresh citrus and a striking minerality to finish

£19

Domanie Oudin Chablis

This wine has very precise citrus fruit, good texture and marked limestone minerality. Dangerously composed and
easy to drink! It is less sulphar bound than many straight chablis.

£19.5

Chateau de Chaintre Pouilly Fuisse

Fuisse is a Chardonnay wine from South of the main centre of classic Burgundy. It is warmer here and this gives
the wine lots of ripe, tropical, peachy fruit and lovely weight and richness, almost unaoked it is fresh and lively too

£22

Boissonnesuse Chablis

This is biodynamic and incredible complex for a chablis but with absolutely thrilling fruit, minerality and length. To
proce just how unique it is it comes in cases of 7! First class Chablis

£22

Meursault Moret Nominee

Seriously seriously good, firm full palate great complexity and a long nutty finish, one for that special occasion

£60

Loire
St Fiacre Muscadet
Vendome Blanc
Domaine Beausejour Touraine
Sancerre Domaine Sautereau
Domaine Jeannot Pouilly Fumé
Francoise Pinon Vouvray Silex Noir

£1
Classy, dry and delicate this has nice pear and jasmine fruit and just that perfect hint of bready complexity. The
personification of crisp!
This is from a totally obscure AC North of the R Loire. This has a super fruity nose then a more serious, intesnse
and long palate
Classic Touraine quite a ripe style, fragrant nose lychee and honeysuckle, fresh lively fruity palate
A classically minerally and aromatic Sauvignon from the Loire, still a classic style - leaner and more bony than New
Zealand but just a fresh and arguably more elegant
Coming from the flint rich soils of Saint- Andelain there is a pronounced flinty character on the nose rich complex
and really minerally palate, thoroughly deserves it's gold medal
100% Chenin Blanc with vibrant grapefruit flavours and awesome chalky minerality, this has a touch of residual
sweetness but it tastes very close to dry, delicious in other words

£10.5
£11
£12
£17.5
£18
£19

Vincent Gaudry Sancerre

Benchmark Sancerre with balance and elegance. It has it all, silky smmoth palate, tangy freshness, good body, and
superb and complex fruit. It it biodynamic too perhaps explaining that balance and complexity

£23

Gerard Boulay Sancerre Monts Damnes

Restrained on the nose, it has evident weight and exotic fruit, then becomes really quite racey with salty, iodiney
notes on the finish. Good until 2019.

£33

South

£1

Domaine Gayda Viognier

Delicious wine; full of intense crisp, clear, lemony fruit, nice weight, good length, really fresh. What more could
anyone ask for at this price?
Vibrant and fresh with melon fruit, nice palate weight and a lovely salty tang to finish
Could Vermementino be your new favourite grape? It could. Delicously ripe and fruity with, lots of peach and pear
fruit, good length, great to drink on its own without food
Musky, peachy, perfumed and with classic Viognier body this seriously over delivers for the price

Guilhem Gascogne

This has a great clean line of freshness runnning through it, nice delicacy and citrus fruit, great with seafood

£10.5

Domaine Sergent

Largely unknown appelation giving wines similar to Jurancon, this is mouthwateringly tangy with ripe stone fruit
and a crackling zing of freshness

£12

Montesquiou Jurancon

60% Gros Manseng, 30% Petit Manseng, 10% Petit Corbu, classy fresh and bright. Jurancon is a classic style of
wine from SW France

£16.5

Croix Gratiot Picpoul
Duc du Morny Picpoul
St Hilaire Vermentino

£10
£9
£10
£10
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Wine
Cornwall
Vin Jaune
Domaine de l'Olibet Viognier
Volcans White
Germany and Austria
Mehrlein Riesling
Johanneshof Reinisch

Description
Vin Jaune is rare, unusual and exceptional. The wine is aged for 6 or 7 years in oak vats exposed to the elements. It
develops a yeasty, nutty and super tangy complexity as a result, a little like amontillado sherry. Comes in 1 pint
bottles. Incredible with pungent cheese!
Peachily ripe and fruity, this is delicious heady stuff with lots of body weight and a mineral streak to balance all
that fruit
This is a minerally, lean but deliciously fresh style, no oak and. More chablis than Australia!
Dry style, with bags of citrus fruit, a zingy aromatic nose and a delicious freshness. Try this as alternative to
Sauvignon - please!
Pronouce those grapes at your peril. But this is just delicious; ripely, richly fruited but with a chromium blade of
bracing freshness to tension it all up, no oak just masses of stone and tropical fruit

0.01
£1
£31
£8.5
£10.5
£1
£12
£14

Turk Gruner Veltliner

The most sinfully under appreciated grape we stock? Try this please... Crystal clear fruit, refrshing acidity, lovely

£14

Dreissigacker Estate Riesling

Organic, low intervention and wild ferment Riesling from the reviving Rheinhesen region, this is dry, medium bodied
and with a crisp clean clarity of fruit

£15

Turk Riesling

We have stocked Turks Gruner for ages now. This is the sister to it, Riesling with pristine clarity, bright fresh
gooseberry, apricot and peach fruit and a lot of weight on the palate

£17

Markus Molitor Kabinett

This a first class single vineyard Mosel Riesling, a hugely underappreciated style in the UK. This is fully dry,
intensely fruity with a fine mineral finish, a real joy

£18

Schloss Vollrads Riesling

From a top quality and super historic producer wgo has been making wine since 1728. This is a classic dry Riesling
style with heaps of apple, pineapple and peachy fruit, great length too

£22

Einzigacker Weissburgunder

Ok, ok, not cheap but very incredible. It has an incredible weight and density, with powerful fruit and a bit of
buttersctoch richness. Drink it slowly and with wonder

£46

Hungary
Dogobo Furmint
Italy Central
Orvieto Classico Castellani
Verdicchio Castellani
Soave Classico Monteforte
Vernaccia Castellani
Villa Bucchi Verdicchio
Pieropan Soave La Rocca
Isole e Olena Chardonnay

£1
Furmint is one of the grapes used to make the sweet wine Tokaji. This is a dry version and it is strickingly
armoatic, complex, dense, fresh and thrilling stuff
Dry, crisp and elegant, with gentle flavors of lemon, quince and a nutty almond note, very summery!
Almond and citrus flavours, good weight, lovely freshness and dry and persistent finish with a slightly bitter note of
almond and kernels; try this if you like oaked Chardonnay
Made from the Garganega grape this Soave is a lovely balance between ripe, aromomatic fruit and fresh, zingy
acidity
Lightly oaked with a good full body this is a great Italian alternative to a Chardonnay
Powerfully concentrated and intesely fresh this is comparable to a good Burgundy. Apricot, honey and spice on the
nose, full body and a vibrant tingly line of acidity running through
Incredible wine; won Top Italian White Wine in 2011 International Wine Challenge, intense honay and almond
perfume, ripe exotic fruit and long mineral finish
This is Italian but it is every bit as good as top flight white Burgundy, ripe, rich and wonderful it is comparable to
good Mersault

Italy NE
Terrace della Luna Pinot Grigio
Pinot Grigio Cortegiara
Rizzardi Soave
Erste and Neue Pinot Grigio
Erste and Neue Chardonnay
Erste and Neue Pinot Blanc

£19
£1
£8
£8
£8
£9
£17
£27
£38
£1

From Trentino, so further north than many PG this is great value giving much more fruit and flavour than you might
expect.
A Scarlet best -seller - a beautiful Pinot Grigio from one of Italy's most acclaimed producers
Soave Sclassico comes from the oldestand best part of Soave with hills and better sun exposure. The result is
bracing and crisp with floral notes and great concentration. A lot of wine for this price
This is a rich full bodied full flavoured Pinot Grigio from the mountains of Northern Italy. Totally different to the
usual bland nonsense you see in pubs
I love Erste and Neue, they consistently produce clear, pure, fruit driven and simply delicious wines. This is no
exception, delicious bright, fruity, unoaked chardonnay
Sadly Sudtirol Italians speak Austrian, so they call this Weissburgunder not Pinot Blanc, so less people buy it,
which is sad, because it is ACE!

£8.5
£10
£13
£13
£14
£14
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Wine
Cornwall

Description

0.01
£1

Specogna Friulano

Friulano is native to NE Italy and it gives a wine which is powefrfully fresh, rich, complex and spiced; with citrus,
almonds and exotic spice

£17.5

Specogna Pinot Grigio

Ripe Pinot Grigio grapes are red and this has taken on a pink tinge as a result. First class NE Italian Pinot Grigio,
rich apple and pineapple palate and great length

£18.5

Italy NW
Tuffolo Gavi
Terre Antiche Gavi

Light zesty Gavi from the Cortese grape, north East Italy's answer to Pinot Grigio
Gavi is generally expensive. This is a great value option though from a top producer. Scented delicate and zesty it
would work brilliantly with shellfish

£1
£9
£14.5

Gavi di Gavi La Giustiana

This is a wonderfully fresh and fragrant example of this famous Piemonte white, made from the Cortese grape

£23

Alma Terra Chardonnay

Pretty fresh with lemon and grapefruit, lots of concentration and a long powerful fersh and mineral finish. Just
really great chardy then...

£22

Bellavista Uccellanda

Absolutely top notch Italian Chardonnay; dense, mineral and complex with a really long finish. It is quite a rich
tropical fruit style with delicate vanilla oak. Could it look any cooler? It could not.

£45

Italy South
Passo del Tempio Catarratto

£1
£8.5

Paccamora Inzolia

From Sicily, lovely easy drinking light style, fresh zesty and delicious
With lots of floral, stone fruit and citrus this is really great value with a tingling spine if freshness and a final nutty
complexity
Supple, fresh and crisp with citrus, melon and white peach fruit

Vigneti di Salento I Muri

From Puglia, home normally to reds, come a really delicious white. This is crisp and full or ripe peach flavours

£10.5

Cento Cavali Grillo

Zesty limey nose and bright fruity palate. Great value too
Super ancient grape variety and grown here. A big range of fruit; from zesty lemon to ripe pineapple a core of
freshness keeps it all in line
Cataratto and Viognier blend from top Sicilian estate. Big fleshy fragrant wine. Good minerality with a crisp citrus
and smooth tropical fruits on the finish.
Greco is a super ancient grape thought possibly to have come from anciant Greece. Here is gives tremendous
weight with lots of stone fruit, richness and a strongly mineral finish, seriously good
Fresh and tangy with nice middle weight and appealing peachy fruit

£10

£13.5

Organic and wonderfully well made this has mango and peachy fruit with a sage herb note to prove it is Italian

£12

Lebanon is all about blends and this combination gives richness, weight and above all aromatics. Sensual,
perfumed nose and plenty of fruit

£11.5

Colline Pescari Pecorino

Lapilli Falanghina
Donnafugata Polena
Greco di Tufo Vesevo
Dragone Falanghina
Zensa Fiano
Domaine des Tourelles White
New Zealand
Cloud Factory Sauvignon
Auntsfield Sauvignon Blanc
Huia Sauvignon
Huia Pinot Gris
Huia Gewurtztraminer
Pegasus Bay Riesling

Zesty, fruity, fresh and delicious this is incredible value for a proper NZ Sauvignon
Auntsfield are small family owned and genuine Marborough stars, regularly winnning awards. This has passion fruit
and peach flavours and a refreshing brightness
Organic, made by a lady and just delicious. The fruit in this has a richness, complexity and just delicious freshness.
One of the best NZ Sauvignons on the market I would say
Huie are great and this is dry and fresh, but with lovely weight and concentration of spicy, peach and pear fruit.
Ripe and full, finishes crisp and refreshing
This is the best NZ Gewurtz I've tried bar none. Lovely richness, lovely weight, classic explosive Gewurtz nose, it all
works brilliantly. Biodynamic too
This has an amazing ringing clarity of ripe fruit, with classic Riesling cleanliness and mineral length, very good
indeed

£9.5
£10

£12

£14.5
£11

£1
£9.5
£13.5
£14
£15
£15
£17

Greywacke Sauvignon

Made by Kevin Judd the man who made Cloudy Bay famous one of the best Kiwi Sauvignons on the market and in
very limited quantities

£17.5

Aria Late Harvest Riesling

Top quality, late harvest, part Botrytis, sweet Riesling from the wonderful Pegasus Bay. Intesnse flavours of ripe
pear and citrus and honey underpinned with bright acidity and minerality. Heavenly then...

£20

Wild Ferment Sauvignon

This is by Kevin Judd the original winemaker for Cloudy Bay and it takes Sauvignon to a whole new level. Complex,
sweetly fruited and multi layered, it is delicious and its very hard to stop drinking it once you start

£26
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Wine
Cornwall
Greywacke Marlborough Chardonnay

Description
Brightly fresh nose but with a lot of weight and a complex buttery palate. Lots of lemon and grapefruit but also
some riper more tropical fruit and brioche. This really first rate Chardy from one of NZ's top producers.

Portugal
Garrida Dao
Conde Villar Vinho Verde
Auratus
South Africa
Robertson Chenin Blanc
Excelsior Sauvignon

0.01
£1
£29
£1

A lovely aromatic nose, a savoury mid palate and a fresh tangy finish mean this is great value and delicious. From
the hot, dry Dao Region
Vinho Verde meaning 'Green Wine'- a reference to the youthful state in which it is usually sold. Very light and fresh
perfect with shellfish
Deep in colour, intensely flavoured with ripe peach, smoke and a lovely stony note but driven along by really clean
freshness. Like a lighter version of Albarino
Fresh pears and golden delicious - no really! Super value wine...
Excelsior = historic producer + bright fruit forward wines + great value. Perfect. Nicely complex grapefruit and
poassion fruit flavours

£10
£8
£13
£1
£7
£9.5

Liberator Chenin

The liberator sniffs out forgotten parcels of extraordinary SA wines. This is a stunning chenin at an incredible
price.

£10

Quando Sauvignon

The fruit from this is picked in four goes to give different ripeness levels. So, you get some tropical fruit sitting
alongside a more herbal note. It works great tjhough and this is a lot of Sauvignon for the price

£11

Liberator Doctor Melck
The Foundry Rousanne
Leeuwenkuil Marsanne
Scali Sirkel Chenin
Intellego Chenin
Miles Mossop Saskia
Botanica Chenin Blanc
Cartology
Fable Mountain Jackal Bird
South America
San Abello Sauvignon Blanc
Alto Bajo Chardonnay
Calbuco Sauvignon Blanc
High Altitude Chardonnay Torrontes
Kaiken Ultra Chardonnay

The Liberator series is a set of small one off parcels of wine liberated from the best estates in SA. This is a a
complex and rich white blend.
Rich, weighty and full of flavour this is a rare chance to try Rousanne from SA. It's a grape normally found in the
Rhone but it clearly can do very well in sunny SA
Rips and rich with tropical fruits, a hint of ginger and a mouth filling weight, real freshness too to keep it all in
order
Tiny, organic production from a husband and wife team. Bright, pure and complex with multi layered fruit, proper
wine from proper people
Superb example of a raw, racy vibrant SA chenin. This is from young gun Jurgen Gouws and it has bags of intensity,
ripe stine fruit, minerality and length. First class wine
This is what SA looks like at the cutting edge now. Superbly rich, complex, satisfying wines. The comparison with
good white Burgundy is fair but the price is so much more reasonable. Superb stuff.
From 50 year old dry farmed, low yielding bush vines this shows just how good SA chenin can be; limey freshness,
good weight and very intense this is delicious wine
A genuinely world class wine, and one at the forefront of the SA wine revolution these last couple of years.
Complex, multi-layered and finely textured palate it is a wine that rewars close attention
A big, classy complex blend this is first rate stuff from one of SA's cutting edge producers. There is restrained,
complex power here with monerality and zip. Thrilling wine.
Good acid balance and tremendous value at this price
Rich full bodied and nicely ripe with peach and some tropical fruit, super value at this price
Juicy grapefruit and lime flavours nicely easy drinking style
The blend here couples freshness and richness to great effect. So lots of stone fruit and perfumed, floral
aromatics but with a nice tight core of acidity to drive things forward
Superbly classy wine from high in the Andes, it walks the ripeness and acidty tightrope with poise and sees just a
touch of oak to add complexity. The quality of the vineards in the top rated Uco vallet really shows through

Spain

£12.5
£15
£14.5
£14
£18
£20
£25
£32
£24
£1
£7
£7
£10
£9.5
£14
£1

El Tesoro Verdejo

Intensely aromatic, passion fruit and grapefruit flavours and a lovely clarity. This is great value too at this price

£7.5

Cien Malvasia

Nicely floral and aromatic with good weight and a lot of ripe stone and citrus fruit this also happens to wear the
sexiest label in the shop, except for its sister rosado of course

£8
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Wine
Cornwall
Juan Gil Moscatel
Val Orballo Albarino
Mara Martin Godello

Description
Moscatel is what the Spanish call Muscat and it is the only wine grape to really taste of grapes when made into
wine. So, this has a lovely aromatic, grapey, nose and a lot of fruit on the palate, perfect as an easy drinking
aperetif
Superb value albarino. It has all you'd expect; intensity, freshness and lovely weight of fruit just at a more
affordable price. Yey!
Vivid straw yellow the Godello grape gives this a lovely fatness, upfront fruit and a long finish - try it if you like
Chardonnay

0.01
£1
£10.5
£11
£11

Flor de Vetus

Spanish Verdejo's are super trendy and often super expensive. This is a great value version and a great example of
the style. Lots of good peachy stone fruit, good concnetration and persistence

£13

The Flower and the Bee

From the Treixadura grape in cool NW Spain this has a vibrant freshness, real intesntity and lots of clean fresh
steely fruit. Try it if you like Sauvignon but do try it because it's ace

£13.5

Gaintza Txakoli

Light bodied and tangy with lots of citrus this is a great wine for all kinds of seafood but with good intesnsity and
persistence of flavour too

£13

Bolo Godello

Made by Rafael Palacios this is delicious Godello with intensity, delicious weight and lime fruit freshness

£13.5

Mas Candi Desig
Zarate Albarino
Cosme Palacio Rioja Blanco

A rare example of a wine from pure Xarel-Lo, which is usually used to make Cava. Nice mdium weight and ripe pear
fruit, realli mineral, hint of savoury bitter fennel to set it part from the crowd, delicious
Strongly mineral, balanced and tight this is almost Chablis like, steely but with peach and apricot
From one of Rioja's star producers this is a deliciously smooth, modern style of white Rioja. Just the perfect lick of
toasty, vanilla oak to complement plenty of ripe fruit and freshness

£14
£16
£12.5

Maranones Picarana

From Vinos de Madrid this is a really low intervention wine from 100% Albillo. Flavoursome enough to go with
lighter meats it has heaps of richness and weight balanced by minerality. Ideal with something like Roast Turkey

£17.5

Trenzado

From seriously old, low yielding vines, in the cooler north part of teneriffe this is a fascinating an delicious wine;
freshness, balance, purity of fruit, floral aromas, minerality and an authentic terroir character

£19

Nanclares Albarino

Absolutely first rate albarino. This has everything going; intesity of fruit, a mineral finish and a bright line of
freshness driving it all along. Superb!

£17

Australia
Sixty Clicks Shiraz Mataro
16 Stops Shiraz
Xanadu Cabernet

£1
Soft and rich with spicy, chocolatey fruit, this is a totally convincing, happy days, crowd pleaser. Looks cool too…
McLaren Vale is seen as one of the best spots in Austrlia for Shiraz; enough heat to ripen the grapes but cool sea
breezes to keep the wine elegant. Dark fruit, spiced plums and terrific value
Full bodied, rich, long and packed with cassis and dark chocolate flavours. This is a lovely example of the pristine
fruit and breezy freshness Margaret River is famous for

£8.5
£9.5
£12

Omrah Pinot Noir

This is really good Aussie Pinot and a very fair price - heaps of bright cherry and raspberry fruit, very fragrant and
expressive

£14

Amelia Park Trellis Red

A blend of Merlot and Cabernet but with characteristically pristine Margaret River fruit this is lively, involving and a
delight to drink. It has nice ripe tanin and would be great with hearty food

£15

Kalleske Clarry's GSM

Black Cherry, Rose perfume, Clove Spice and Milk Chocolate aid to round this full juicy wine along with fine tannins
to add structure and texture

£21

Kalleske Pirathon Shiraz
John Duval Plexus
Coonawarra Cabernet Balnaves
Heathcote Sangiovese

£23
The Barossa blend of old vine Shiraz, Grenache and Mourvedre is an absolute classic, this is weighty powerful and
dense
Top of the range Cabernet Sauvignon with tight dense black fruit balanced with firm but supple tannins
The ONLY non Italy Sangiovese I've ever tasted thats worth drinking. But it really works here. Classic Sangiovese
with dried herbs and savoury fruit, strucured too, intense and persisitent

Bordeaux
Claret Dubosc
Chateau La Croix Calendreau

£27
£28
£30
£1

Proper Claret for a great price. Plummy, spicy and perfect with food, the Merlot gives it juice and fruit, with just
enough backbone from the Cab
Cracking value, from 100% merlot. Classic classy Claret, nice earthy edge, good structure and modern enough to
have some plump fruit

£10
£11
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0.01
£1

Ch La Grave Singalier

75% Merlot, 200m outside the Graves AC this is just a great value Bordeaux, soft and fruity with a nice bit of cedar

£12

Chateau Beynat

Super value for an organic Bordeaux; mid weight, raspberry fruit and some spice, lovely modern style
Bergerac is like Bordeaux's like lesser known brother, same grapes but better value. This is 50% Cab, 40% Merlot,
10% Malbec, deep dark colour and fruits, Sunday lunch wine
Great food wine and value for Bordeaux at this price; intense red fruit, light tanin, gently spicy and with a long
finish
Classic, classy Medoc with nice cassis, some smokey clove spice and that perfect Bordeaux freshness and
structure. Don’t serve it too warm - 18 dec C is absolute max
Classic mid weight classy Bordeaux. Merlot softness and fruit intesity with some eucalyptus and mint to season
from the Cabernet
With some 60 year old vines this is an excellent wine at this price level. Lovely rich fruity nose, luscious mouth feel
with good attack and length on the palate.
Real depth and concentration of black fruit, great complexity and long too. Will drink now but would easily improve
for ten years or so

£14

Chateau Le Jonc Blanc Bergerac
Chateau Beauregard Ducasse
Layuaga-Dubosc Medoc
Chateau Moulin de Lagnet
Chateau Brulesecaille
Gravieres Margaux

£15
£15
£17
£19
£21
£36

Chateau Le Bosq

Le Boscq is at the top of end of what used to be called Cru Bourgois and it is very good indeed: very elegant with
blackcurrant and plummy fruit

£36

Chateau Dauzac

This classed growth Margaux has lots of earthy minerality, plenty of structure, intense black fruit and a nice mid
weight; classic Margaux in other words

£40

Chateau Haut Marbuzet
Chateau des Gravieres Magnum
Burgundy
Belleverne Beaujolais Village
Belleverne St Amour

Coming into perfect stride now, this has classic left bank structure, medium to full body and layers of plummy fruit
and spice. Elegant wine but with some upholstery too!
Perfect for Christmas Day, two whole vottles of delicious Margaux at a lovely age too
Juicy, sappy, snappy, crackle-pop fun from beginning to end. This is youthful exuberant and ridiculously moreish.
Try it lightly chilled too
One for the lovers. Made by a lady and perhaps it shows? A real delicacy here; juicy, drinkeable, refreshing
beaujolais. The polar opposite of big, serious or tiring

£50
£75
£1
£9
£11.5

Aviron Beaujolais Villages

Really great Villages level wine, really clean and fresh with lots of red fruit, quite silky mouthfeel and good chilled

£12

Bernard Moreau Bourgogne

So, so French in style. Minerality, intesity and an extraordinary freshness and delicacy rule here. Don’t expect
fruit! The vrry thought. Perfect with rustic French food. Chcken Chasseur anyone?

£15

Chateau de Pierreaux Brouilly

This is Beaujolais made like a Burgundy, richer deeper and very concentrated for a Gamay, very good indeed

£16

Clos du Jaugueyron

The nose in understated with hints of cherry and mocha. The palate offers rich but very supple, silky fruit. Oak has
been sensitively handled and the fine tannins are well knitted in.

£27

Mugneret Haute Cotes de Nuits

HCDN is a famous but often disappointing French apellation. But this is the exception with lots of lovely silky black
fruits and a hint of forest complexity, exciting stufff

£25

Domaine Berthelmont Pommard

This is a beautifully perfumed Pinot Noir with aromas of sweet red berries, subtle savoury spice and firm yet
rounded tannins. Not cheap, but great value for what it delivers

£32

Dom Gallois Gevrey-Chambertin

Great richness and intensity, supported by a savoury earthy character. Fresh dark berry flavours with a firm
structured finish

£42

Mongeard Mugneret Nuits St George

In Burgundy you buy the producer not the AC Mongeard Mugneret are right up there - this is one of their cheaper
wines! Full bodied and solid, cherries, blackcurrant and truffles. I would drink this daily if I could

£60

Amiot Servelle Chambolle-Musigny

Very small production but first class quality. Bright red fruits, a lovely freshness and just enough tanin to balance,
great to drink now but will improve for 3/4 years

£58

Loire

£1

Vendome Rouge

This is from a totally obscure AC North of the R Loire, this is juicy and lean on the palate with a lovely and
distinctive white pepper finish. Treat it like a beaujolais or pinot noir

£11

Dom des Pothiers No 6

From Gamay grape that makes Beaujolais but this is from the Loire. Bright, zippy, red fruit and with a nice light
peppery and reaspberry touch. Organic too, which is nice

£15.5

La Gabere Grosbois Chinon

Perfect Cabernet Franc curranty leafiness coupled to a silky mid palate; dry, fresh, savoury and grown up and nicely
low in alocohol too at only 12%

£18.5
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Wine
Cornwall
Rhone
Boutinot Codes du Rhone
Ermitage Costieres de Nimes
Eric Bouletin Pichot Roucas
Moulin des Chenes Lirac
Blanquettes Rasteau

Description

Ripely, sensually, sinuously blends sweet fred fruits and with complex spicy layerss. This is swooningly smooth,
delicious and just highly enjoyable wine
Warmly fruity but with a lovely savoury, rustic edge that adds complexity and interest and reminds you this is
France not Australia
Could this bottle look any more French? Delicious Rhone with equal parts, Grenache, Syrah, Carignan; supple,
fresh, fruity and dangerously drinkable
This has a delicious velvet soft mouthfeel, lovely ruch fruit and nice length. It's gentle, enjoyable warm and plump.
Perfect and typical Lirac in other words
Plump, lush, velvety and richly fruitful this is a delicous Southern Rhone wine. It's similar in style to Chateauneuf
but without the price tag!

0.01
£1
£1
£9.5
£9.5
£13
£13
£14

Nicolas Perrin Crozes

Ruby red, youthfully fruity and sappily drinkeable this has cherry and red plum fruit with a nicely spicy backbone

£19

Chateauneuf Vaudieu

This is superbly, indulgently, voluptuously soft, juicy and warm. It will sooth your soul and delight your senses.
Wine as therapy?

£23.5

Dom Gallety Cotes du Vivarais

First class Rhone wine here. From the North end of the Southern Rhone, half and half Greanche, Syrah. It’s a bit
cooler here so the wine keeps a really nice freshness as well as ripe blackberry fruit.

£25

Georges Reynaud Crozes

Light, perfumed and aromatic, this is a deliciously drinkeable style of Syrah. It's full of flavour; red fruits, black
pepper and spice but more akinf to Pinot Noir than Aussie Shiraz

£25

Duseigneur Chateauneuf

Absolutely top rate Chateauneuf from low yielding old vines this is awesomely full and soft. It will wrap you up in
warm red blankets of joy and lull you off to sleep

£29

Chateauneuf Vaudieu

A classic blend of Grenache, Syrah and Mourvedre has been slightly oaked to produce a soft and vibrant red

£33

Clairon Costieres
South
Vignes de l'Eglise Merlot Grenache

Spicy, fruity and rounded this is great value Rhone wine, with lots of ripe fruit.

£9
£1
£8.5

Massamier La Mignarde

This southern French blend of Grenache and Merlot is full of damsony fruits and ripe tannins
Softly, sweetly, red fruited; this just wraps its red little arms around you and lulls you into an alcoholic reverie. So,
relaxing and easy to like then…
Superb Pinot noir for this price. Le Fou means the fool, which is what people thought producer was for trying to
make this wien in the Languedoc. Presumably they have been drinking their words…
A rare blend of Gamay and Pinot noir this could only be French. Deliciously light it would work chilled, it has planty
of snappy zing and a stony minerality, great for this price
Medium bodied and juicy with lovely berry fruit. Well done oak adds a bit of spice and softness. Nicely balanced
wine
From the Minervois region with lots of spicy ripe fruit this is a lot of wine for the money

Terres Falmet Carignan

Low production with everything done by hand this has spicy black liqourice fruit and a lovely silky mouthfeel

Olibet Grenache
Le Fou Pinot Noir
Volcans Red
Fardel-Laurens Faugeres

Petit Bergerie Cahors
Dom Labranche-Laffront Madiran
Dom Berangerie Cuvee Juline Cahor
Zazous Pinot Noir
Cebene Faugeres
Chemin de Moscou
Bandol Ch St Anne
Moscou Magnum

This is 100% Malbec from the region that had it years before Argentina. Rich, plummy and velvety but with a more
savoury garrigue note to prove it is French!
Madiran is in SW France close to Pau. Tannat is the local grape and it gives this some nice ripe cassis and
liquorice flavours, intense fruit and a hint of spice
From perfectly formed tiny Domaine de la Berangerie this is 100% Malbec to remind you the French had it first!
Tobacco, figs, prunes and a lovely developing savouriness
Love the name "Les Zazous" - it means hipster! And love the wine, a really stylish, hip and convincing Pinot with a
fine silky palate
Intense black cherry abd blueberry fruit, spicy herbal and stony notes throughout, This is dense multi-layered and
rewards your attention! Please try it...
Award wining South of France red, Jancis Robinson says "Mouthfilling Rich and Round Polished Very fine Savoury"
and scored it at 17/20 ie very good indeed
On the nose you will find black fruits, liquorice, a hint of game and minerality. Very elegant and drinking beautifully
now though will age very well.
Fantastic for a celebration, very good wine indeed, in the super cool looking Magnum format

£8.5
£8.5
£9.5
£11
£11
£13
£12
£14.5
£15
£15
£21
£23
£31
£48
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Cornwall

Description

0.01
£1

Heinrich Red

Lovely, light, soft fruity style with lots of cherry fruit aromatics, A lovely summer red. Would work chilled too

£14

Italy Central

£1

Villa Dei Fiori Montepulciano

Classic Italian wine filled with crisp Morello Cherry flavours and savoury olives notes, balanced with a great acidity.

£8

Gran Sasso Montepulciano
Da Vinci Chianti

Classic Montepulciano; lots of juicy cherry and sour cherry fruit, delicious
Nicely plump and plenty of ripe plummy fruit, very good Chianti for this price
This is Sangiovese from the Adriatic coast of Abruzzo. Different from Tuscany this has a little more ripe fruit, great
lively acidity and nice ripe tanins. Organic too!
Concentrated fruit, supple and refreshing this is a great modern style from Central Italy
Awesome value. The second wine from the super historic Capezzana Estate in Carmignano. From Sangiovese plus
some Cabernet it seriously over delivers at this price point

£10
£10

Fantini Sangiovese
Falesco Vitiano
Barco Reale

£10
£12
£15

Chianti Rufina Selvapiana

Ruffina is a fantastic part of Chianti producing some great value high quality wines, this has the classic bitter fruit
character of good Chianti

£15

Fontodi Chianti Classico

Fontodi is one of the stars of Chianti Classico and this is his stock in trade - simply superb Chianti Classico

£22

Felsina Chianti Classico
Capezzana Carmignano
Constanti Brunello

The Southern Edge of Chianti Classico where it is warmer. As a result this has plenty of power, with concentrated
plummy flavours a great herbal note running through to the finish
With history back to 804! Capezzana know their stuff. This is 80% Sangiovese and 20% Cabernet and the quality of
the fruit makes this taut, muscular but still elegant - seriously good
Believe it or not this is incredible value. Deep and dense with red fruit, licqorice, leather and herbs this is superb
and proves how good the best Sangiovese can be

£23
£26
£50

Isole e Olena Cepparello

Top of the range Chianti but worth the price tag. Great depth of dark cherry, elegant, scented and pure with huge
length. The screw cap keeps in the superb freshness and richness of fruit

£66

Gaja Ca Marcanda

It is pleasingly perverse to have our top Bordeaux style wine from Bolgheri in Italy rather than Bordeaux. But make
no mistake this is excellent; big, silky, complex ripe black fruit, aromatic spice and really long lasting. Intense and
thrilling, multi layered

£60

Fontodi Flaccianello

This is Fontodi's best wine and is deservedly world famous as demonstrating the pinnacle of what Sangiovese can
achieve. A Christmas Day wine!

£63

Italy NE
Luna Teroldego Rotaliano
Ca di Alte Pinot Nero

£1
Teroldego is native to this part of Italy and it gives a complex juicy and dark fruited style with liqourice and
chocolate notes too. As with most Italian varieties it is fresh and lovely with food
This has lovely freshness of red cherry fruit and it a brilliant Pinot Noir for this price - no mean feat for any
producer

£8.5
£9.5

Bottega Vinai Pinot Nero

Delicate cherry fruit, middle weight and lovely freshness, this is very nice supply Pinot with a silky palate

£11.5

Rizzardi Bardolino

Pretty serious fpr a Bardolino. Perfumed nose, berries and spice. Its still light on the palate but with a lovely
freshness and elegance

£11.5

Belvedere Ripasso

Fresh Corvina juice is "re-passed" over skins left from an Amarone pressing; Valpolicella on steroids in a good way

£13

Rizzardi Valpolicella

More weighty and complex than many valpolicellas , cherry fruit and a vibrant racy twang . Perfect with antipasti,
salami etc

£12

Gran Passione

A lovely example of an apassimento wine. That is when the grapes are allowed to dry a little on the before harvest.
Everything gets more concentrated and this is like a mini amarone, rich fruity and delicious

£13

Sarafini and Vidotto Recantina
Erste and Neue Lagrein

Packed with a nervous energy and jangly raspberry fruitiness it has a medical twang on the nose then the fruit on
the palate bowls you over. Unheard of grape proves fascinating. From the Veneto
Unusual (and excellent) red grape from North Italy, flavours of cherry and bitter chocolate with lovely smooth
tannins

£15
£15

Erse and Neur Pinot Nero

We love Erste and Neue! They are a first rate co-op in Germand speaking Northern Italy and this is a delightful
Pinot. Lots of fruit, wonderfully vibrant silky smooth. A real charmer of a wine

£15

Pieropan Ruberpan

I love Pieropan, everything they do is first class, including this. Perfumed and intensely fruity it is complex and you
just cant help coming back for another sip!

£20
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Cornwall
Rizzardi Amarone 3 Cru
Alpha Zeta Amarone
Rizzardi Amarone

Description
Rizzardi Amarone is some of the best available. This is their entry level version but what value it goves. Complex,
multi layered, ripe and spicy with a mouth filling smoothness
Made by air drying Corvina grapes by 40% volume the result is huge and intense - cherry heaven!
Complex, layers of fresh and cooked fruit, fruitcake and sweet spice. The more you pay attention the more flavour
you find, very long with a thread of freshness running through it. It's delicious and its a wine to really savour

Italy NW
Il Cascinone Barbera
Vajra Dolcetto
Veglio Angelo Barolo
Vajra Barbera
Vajra Langhe Nebbiolo
Sperino Uvaggio
Vajra Barolo
Barolo Massolino
Aldo Conterno Barolo

0.01
£1
£29
£29
£38
£1

Surprisingly deeply coloured with a nose of intense ripe damson and black cherry with just a little woodsmoke, this
is robust and full-flavoured stuff. Roast lamb, veggie chilli?
Berry fruits, summer herby notes and sweet tannins with a black cherry finish, in other words lovely, juicy and very
moorish
This full-bodied, velvety Barolo is produced from Nebbiolo grapes grown on the Vegilo Family Estate. Rich, Ripe
fruit flavours- a great choice for red meats, game and strong cheeses.
Aldo Vajra is a living legend in Barolo. His wines capture an aromtic perfumed delicacy that is hard to beat. This
shows how good Barbera can become - complex and layered with leafy tobacco and spicy floral notes
Light coloured, delicate, complex and smelling of dried roses this is a sensua,l feminine wine for those who value
subtlety and poise. No shrinking violet though it is also vibrant bright and full of joy.
Seriously good wine from the Sperino Estate in N Piemonte, this is 75% Nebbiolo with a little Vespolino and
Croatina to soften it; complex and savoury with plenty of plummy fruit
Vajra make traditional style Barolo this has perfumes of Autumn fruit, plums and prunes , a complex palate with
huge intesnsity powerful tannin and a long smoky finish
More modern and fruit driven this Barolo is a great balance of raspberry, liquorice, savoury and spicy flavours with
smooth tannins

£8.5
£17
£18
£20.5
£22
£25.5
£37
£41

Intensely perfumed floral nose with immense dark fruit, dense tight tannins and amazing length, superb

£73

Italy South
Villa dei Fiori Primitivo
Paccamora Nero d'Avola
I Muri Negroamaro

Great value to make a wine this tasty for this price
Soft, juicy and fruity with violet and plummy fruit
Velvety with loads of ripe black fruit, still manages to finish pretty fresh though

£1
£8
£10
£10.5

Tenute Rubino Negroamaro

Plump, ripe black fruit and spices predominate here. It is a big noisy joyful party of a wine and you are invited!

£10.5

Beneventano Aglianico
Sherazade Nero D'Avola

Dark ripe fruit, liquorice and lovely soft fruit tannin this is a great big mouthful of red and great value
From Sicily; blackberries and sour cherries with a touch of sweet cocoa and nice soft tannin
From the N slopes of the volcano. Brightly red fruited and fresh but with a lick of softening vanilla, its elegant and
long lasting

£12
£13.5

Benanti Etna Rosso
Centopassi Nero Davola
Nicosia
Domaine des Tourelles Red

Yet another lovely Sicilian wine; full of sage and rosemary herbal notes alongside plump fruit. This will remind
anyone of the med. From a few km S of Palermo
Grown on the slopes of Mt Etna. Perfumed with red berry and red cherry, a nice bit of spice. What stands out out
though is a streak of bright freshness the runs throught it
This is punchy, spicy blend from th warm Baekaa valley. Mouth filling and hearty woth cassis and cherry fruit.
Would be ace with lamb

New Zealand
Rua Pinot Noir
Crimson Pinot Noir
Greywacke Pinot Noir

£20
£10.5
£11.5
£1

Really complex black fruit nose, lots of elegance, bags of fruit but soft supple tanin too and it is a snip really for
this quality on Pinot Noir
Ata Rangi's Pinot Noir is consistently ranked as one of new zealand's best
This shows how good NZ Pinot is getting and what a great winemaker Kevin Judd is. There are heaps of fruit
flavours here, all wrapped up with a touch of smoke and spice for barrel ageing. It's delicious, complex and long
lasting.

Portugal Regional
Alvaro Castro Dao

£18

£20
£24
£30
£1

A riche dark spicy and mouth filling red. It's powerful stuff but not tiring or jammy, there is a savoury quality and
nice freshness that keeps you going back for more

£12
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0.01
£1

Ataide Semedo Baga

A little like Cabernet this has delicious sweet dark fruit, a lovely texture but above all an tingling greshness, really
well made drinkeable wine

£12

Azamor

Intense fruit flavours of cassis and cherry, with a touch of savoury bacon and herbs! Lovely smooth ripe texture too

£12.5

South Africa Red
William Robertson Shiraz

Robertson Pinot Noir

Lovely easy drinking Shiraz taste the South African sunshine in your glass
Excelsior = historic producer + bright, fruit forward, wines + great value. Perfect. Dark blackcurrant fruit and
smoe herbal notes, smooth with soft tanin
Light body, light coloiut and lovely bright red fruits and superb value for a Pinot

Liberator Syrah

The liberator sniffs out forgotten parcels of extraordinary SA wines. This is a stunning syrah at an incredible price.

Excelsior Cabernet

Leeuwenkuil Shiraz
Solms Delta Langarm
Vasco and the Explorers
Abraham and the Heretics
Sirkel Skali Pinotage
Liberator Swartland Evolution
Leeuwenkuil Cinsault
Solms Delta Hiervandaan
Liberator Old Breton
Chocolate Block
Botanica Pinot Noir
South America
San Abello Merlot
Calbuco Merlot
Kaiken Cabernet
High Altitude Malbec Syrah
Finca Los Primos Malbec
Renancer Punto Final Cabernet

From the super fashionable and surprisingly cool Swartland this is miles away from a typical SA Shiraz with
perfume, elegance and a lovely bouncy freshness
From a super historic estate this specialises in letting grapes dry a little on the vine. This is their entry level Cape
blend with great vibrant youthfful fruit - look at that list of grapes!
This is a Poruguese grape rearing it's delicious head now in South Africa and it seems to suit the climate perfectly.
Powerful, deeply coloured and richly tannic wine with a lovely perfumed nose
Abraham here is preaching the under-appreciated joys of South Africa's own Pinotage grape to a sceptical public.
You must be the judge! (But I like it).
Remarkable wine! A pinotage to convert the skeptic. This is extraordinarily fresh, light and vibrant. Almost Pinot
Noir like in style. Love it!
The Liberator series is a set of small one off parcels of wine liberated from the best estates in SA. This is a
seriously good blend with lots of dark Cabernet fruit.
Spicy and complex with cherry and red berry fruits with a black olive twist, this shows how elegant SA reds have
become, nothing heavy or tiring to be found just delicous drinking
From a super historic estate this specialises in letting grapes dry a little on the vine. This is intense thrilling stuff
with complex aromas and a weight palate. Would keep well too if you are the patient sort
The Liberator series is a set of small one off parcels of wine liberated from the best estates in SA. This is a
fascinating and delicious Cab Franc.
No fewer than 5 grape varieties go into this huge and memorable wine - a South African blockbuster. You know it
makes sense!
Delicate multi layered strawberry palate with a deicious softness this is a lovely delicate style of Pinot
The best value wine in the shop? Soft and lovely Chilean Merlot at a cool price
Great Chilean Merlot spicy cassis and plum really good value at this price
Ripe plummy red fruit and a lick of vanilla oak and are central here, followed up by some nice sweet spice on the
finish. Delivering this quality of fruit at such an apptractive price is an Argentine speciality
Sweet ripe malbec fruit with an extra kick of spicy black fruit from syrah. The blend works really well here making
a bright bold food wine
Rich, deep and chocolatey Malbec from Argentina
Brightly fruity with black cherry and plum, supplemented by eucalypt, pepper and clove. But what I liked is the
freshness, not tiring, lazy or fat

£1
£8.5
£9.5
£9.5
£9.5
£10
£10
£10
£10
£14
£14
£14.5
£16
£17.5
£23
£25
£1
£7
£10
£9.5
£9.5
£10
£11

Renancer Punto Final Malbec

Fruit for this comes from around 1,000m up where it is cool but very sunny. So you get grapes that have high
acidity but thick, ripe deep coloured skins. So, Malbec power but less cloying and more drinkeable

£11.5

Ventisquero Pinot Noir

Really first class Pinot at a great price, lots of fruit but with a tand of pepper and forest floor. It's really aromatic
and juicy too with a finish that lingers. Its all about balance and this walks the tightrope perfectly

£14

Ventisquero Carmenere

This is big bold and complex with with lots of intense dark fruit, graphite and a lovely rich mouthfeel. Great with
red meat or heary dishes

£14
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Wine
Cornwall
Garage Wine Co The Ploughmen
Garage Wine Company Carignan
Altos Valle de Uco
Kaiken Malbec
Spain

Description
Made to support farmers whose vineyards were damaged in Chiles 2010 earthquake. It is made in tiny quantities
and with everything done by hand. Strikingly dense and concentrated it is multi layered, big wine and demands
attention!
Dense and tightly knit with a big streak of mineral flavour toward the end. This is multi layered complex and long,
would keep. Tiny production, our first bottle was only no 53 out of 5,000!
Top of the range single vineyard from Altos Las Hormigas Argentinas Malbec specialist - incredibly deep, velvety
and voluptuous
Cracking Malbec from a really good producer for a very fair price too. Nice rich plummy fruit, good body and soft
mothfilling texture

0.01
£1
£21
£22
£27.5
£9.5
£1

El Tesoro Monastrell Shiraz

Rips and juicyt with lots of spicy plummy fruit, this if from hot Jumilla in SE Spain. A place with perfect conditions
to ripen Monastrell and Shiraz

£7

Bottega del Rayo Tempranillo

Juicy , young, fresh and unoaked this is the classic Joven style showing delicious bright Tempranillo fruit. Easy
drinking ruity and just enjoyable wine

£7

Juan Gil Pedrera
Cien Tinto
Juan Gil 4 Meses
Zorzal Garnacha
Bottega del Rayo Rioja Reserva
Ontanon Rioja
Castro Ventosa Mencia
Murviedro Bobal
Quinta Milu Ribera
Flower and Bee Souson
Anguera Altaroses
Rioja Reserva Vina Izadi

This is from hot dry Jumilla but the wine is surprisingly fresh and full of ripe black fruit flavours of plum, black
cherry and bramble. Great value too
Smokey and spicey with weighty black fruits this seriously over delivers. Ripe, plump and full flavoured, lovely
label too
Richly fruity with bags of ripe black fruit. This has seen 4 moths oak ageing that just softens the wine, rounds it
out and adds a little extra spice
Young fruity and deliciously easy drinking style of juicy quaffable grenache. It's from Navarra which is close to
Rioja. Value too at this price
Classic Reserva style Rioja and great value too, this has lovely fruit but softness and a nice lick of oak. The palate
is silky smooth with a long finish and great balance
Lovely, modern, organic Rioja with nice middle weight, lots of freshness and a gentle lick of vanilla oak
Mencia is the red grape for Bierzo in NW Spain. It gives ripe fresh tangy raspberry fruit and great value. Stylish
and very drinkable.
Bobal from the Utiel Requena region close to Valencia may just be Spain's next big thing. This is a lovely ripe fruity
example with lots of juicy fresh black fruit
A lighter fresher and less oaked style of Ribera but the fruit still has that concentration and structure, very good
indeed and great value too
Souson is a grape native to Ribeiro in NW Spain. Here it gives a wine with delicious zingy freshness and heaps of
raspberry fruit. Excellent please try!
What a sexy wine this is. From up and coming Montsant in NE Spain, biodynamic and low sulphur, this is very pure
expression of fresh, juicy young Garnacha. Hugely, enjoyable, drinkeable wine.
From the highest part of Rioja this has lots of powerful fruit and a really light touch of oak; succulent

£7.5
£8.5
£9
£10
£11
£10
£11
£11
£12
£13.5
£15
£14

Maranones Treintamil

From ultra low yielding, old bush vines this is Ganracha from the fiery heat of Madrid but the wine displays an
extraordianry delicacy of touch, great complxity too from wild fermentation in open top barrels

£16

7 Fuentes

From Teneriffe - surely reason enough alone to try this? From the frankly unheard of Listan Negro grape, this is
soft gentle and richly fruity

£17

Black Slate Priorat
Pie Franco
Fidellos de Gouto Cortezada
Anguera Finca l'Argata

This is a rare chance to try the dense delights of Priorat at a price under £20. There is a stony, smoky, dark intesity
here that demands attention
Aromatic with forest fruit, rosemary, thyme surprisingly fresh and zesty it finishes long elegant and juicy. This is
the real del; raw, racy and vibrant
Mid weight, incredibly vibrant and dangerously moreish this shows how much can be done with the mencia grape.
Nice plush mouthfeel and plenty of lively plummy fruit
The top wine from Anguera, this blands Syrah with their trademark Grenache to great effect. Spicy and ripely fruity
with gentle fine and ripe tanin. Also biodynamic and low sulphur

£19
£17
£18
£19

12 Volts

From Majorca by cult producer 4 kilos. Blend of localCallet-Fogoneu(?!) plus Syrah, Cab and Merlot. It's pretty big
with a bit of choc, leather and clove but with a nice freshness running through

£21

Quinta Milu Vinas Viejas

Ribeira is probably the finest expression of Tempranillo bar none and this is delicious, wine. Structured and
powerful, it would go well with big meaty dishes

£23
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Wine
Cornwall

Description

0.01
£1

Hispano Suizas Bobal

This is big and bold with lots of black fruit and spice but stays amazingly fresh and vibrant. Plenty of structure but
well balanced by the intesnity of fruit. Plus it looks extremely cool in its fat boy bottle

£21

Bendito Gold

Old vine tempranillo at its finest, a huge complex wine amazing structure and balance - did you know Spain could
be this good?

£24

Orben Rioja
Villacreces Ribera

Most Riojas are blends of fruit from different sites. This is a single vineyard version. The circle on the front is not
quite round symbolising the maker's ongoing search for perfection. Cool…
Grown in vinyards that adjoin Vega Sicilia Spains most famous wine this is Tempreanillo at its finest; concentrated
powerful with cassis, cranberry, mocha and black pepper

Rose

£25
£30
£1

Domaine de l'Olibet Rose

Delicate pale pink, with a fruity floral nose, the Cinsaut gives this an extra lick of richness mid palate. Great
intensity and length

£8.5

Volcans Rose

This is a dry, crisp, mineral and elegant rose that is delicious with all kinds of food. Great value at this price.

£10.5

Pinot Grigio Rosato Pietra
Chateau Beaulieu Rose

An incredibly fresh, soft and scented rose Pinot Grigio
Proper Provence Rose, fresh, delicate and fruity with a lovely coral colour
Proper old school, bright pink, intensely fruity rosado style. Bags of summer pudding fruit flavours. Just sit in the
sun on a terrace and dream of baking Spanish summers, heaven!

£9.5
£12.5

Cien Rosado
Fortified
Plessis Pineau
Marsala Dry
Siraume Umeshu
Grahams Ruby Port
Grahams Six Grape Port
Churchills LBV
Churchills 10YO Tawny
Blandy 10YO Malmsey
Churchills Crusted
Romaneira Vintage
Nuy Muskadel
Manzanilla Deliciosa

£8
£1

Pineau de Charantes is made from unfermented grape juice fortified with newly made Brandy. So, it has a a lovely
fresh grapey flavour and some sweetness. This is the white version.
Marsala is all about burnt caramel flavours, this is the dry version so great as an aperetif, great for cooking but do
taste it as well it is delicious
Umeshu is sake infused with plums and it is delicious! A lovely rich mouthful of sweet plum fruit, perfect with
dessert
Young, vibrant and packed with dark plummy fruit flavours, this is the simplest style of Port but dangerously easy
to drink
A reserve Ruby, so like a Ruby, but with better quality fruit, so you get more complexity and more depth of flavour.
Very soft and plummy
LBV stands for late bottled vintage and this is like an affordable vintage Port, plenty of ripe fruit but starting to
become figgy and nutty, ready to drink now
This tawny port is barrel aged for 10 years which gives it a lighter colour and mellow nutty dried fruit character, the
lightest style but packed with flavour
Malmsey is the richest, sweetest style of Madeira. It will last decades and after 10 years has developed an
amazing complexity, from top producer Blandy
Crusted is like a vintage port but barrel aged to give some of the dried fruit flavours at a younger age, it has full
vintage type sediment so decant it before serving
A young vintage Port, this has all the power and concentration of an aged vintage Port gives but still with youfull
fruit - like being beaten with a big soft Blueberry Mallet
This is fortified grape juice from the hot Worcester region of SA. Something of a local icon it has delicious fresh
grape flavours and works brilliantly as an aperetif
Manzanilla is the lightest sherry there is; perfect with fish Tapas or salted almonds - has a deliciously fresh yeasty
flavour

£15
£10
£16
£12
£15
£18
£21
£21
£15
£38
£13
£7.5

Inocente Fino

First rate fino, with a toasty nutty lightness coupled to huge intensity and complexity, it goes through 10 Criadera
levels, most Fino's see 3 - happy to explain that, just ask

£9

El Candado PX

Luschiously sweet PX sherry massive intensity of, caramel and raisin flavours. Perfect at the end of a meal - like a
dessert on it's own

£11.5

Tio Diego Amontillado

Superb quality Amontillado from sherry legends Valdespino, medium tawny nutty and toasty but quite light

£20

Don José Oloroso
Solera 1842 Oloroso

Oloroso is dry but almost tastes sweet with deeper darker oxidised flavours of figs nuts caramel, complex and
delicious
Believe it or not this is from a solera first started in 1842! It is seriously complex but fresh and perfectly balanced.
Try it with cheese nuts ham or even your main course

£21.5
£21.5
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Cornwall

Description

0.01
£1

Viejo CP Palo Cortado

The best style of sherry of all. A light wine, it starts life like a fino, but ages with more complexity, adding nutty
caramel flavours

£40

Don Gonzalo Oloroso

Not cheap but incredible. This is Oloroso at full throttle; packed with caramel, toasted almond and dried apricot
flavours, deep mahogany colour and brilliant complexity and length, a real treat

£33

Sweet
Chateau Peyruchet
Muscat de Rivesaltes
Dauphine Rondillon
Clos Thou Jurancon

£1
Superb value sweet wine from Bordeaux. This has a lovely clean fresh fruity taste and would work perfectly either
on it's own, with aisian dishes or with cheese
With spicy grape aromas and hints of roses this has really lovely flavour and lots of appetising acidity to balance
the sweetness, delicious
Rich nose then intense honey, nuts and marmalade, top quality Sauternes
From 100% Petit Manseng and made in tiny quantities this is ultra ripe, ultra delicous and driven by a bright streak
of citrus freshness

£12
£11
£16
£19

Coteaux de Layon

From Loire Chenin Blanc harvested when super ripe, often grape by grape - concentrated, brightly acidic and fresh,
try it as an aperetif as well as with dessert

£19

Crème de Tete

Really amazing wine; complex dense palate with orange peel, peach, fig saffron and more, then an incredibly long
and fresh finish

£33

Tokaji 5 Putts

Arguably the most famous sweet wine in the world. Now rejeuvenated post communism, honied marmalade nectar

£30

Vajra Moscato d'Asti

Apricot, peach and citrus on the nose, followed by herbaceous hints and tropical fruit on the palate. A very good
example of North-West Italy's frothy, sweet low-alcohol sparkling wine. I dare you to stop at just one glass!

£15

Tesauro Recioto
Vin Santo Cantine Leonardo
Capezzana Vin Santo
Graham Beck Rhona Muscadel
Valdivieso Eclat Botrytis Semillon

From the same grapes as Volpolicella and Amarone this is wonderful rich, red sweet wine great with all sorts of
dessert or with cheese
Classic sweet wine from Chianti, perfect with chocolate desserts
Very expensive, but very very amazing. Read the textbook on Vin Santo and you will find this listed as one of the
best of it's type. Huge intensity, complexity and length
Rich straw colour with delicate orange rind flavours and grapey freshness on the palate, has an amazing rich
lengthy finish
Amazing value for a noble rot wine, this is lovely with your dessert or on it's own

£21.5
£26
£44
£10
£12

